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ABSTRACT Remote computing has emerged as a trendy computing model that enables users to process

an immense number of computations efficiently on the remote server where the necessary data and

high-performance computing power are provisioned. Unfortunately, despite such an advantage, this com-

puting model suffers from insider threats that are committed by adversarial administrators of remote servers

who attempt to steal or corrupt users’ private data. These security threats are somewhat innate to remote

computing in that there is no means to control administrators’ unlimited data access. In this paper, we present

our novel hardware-centric solution, called MeetGo, to address the intrinsic threats to remote computing.

MeetGo is a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)-based trusted execution environment (TEE) that aims

to operate independently of the host system architecture. To exhibit the ability and effectiveness ofMeetGo as

a TEE ensuring secure remote computing, we have built two concrete applications: cryptocurrencywallet and

GPGPU.MeetGo provides a trust anchor for these applications that enable their users to trade cryptocurrency

or to run a GPGPU program server on a remote server while staying safe from threats by insiders. Our

experimental results clearly demonstrate that MeetGo incurs only a negligible performance overhead to the

applications.

INDEX TERMS Field-programmable gate array (FPGA), remote computing, remote attestation, secure

communication channel, trusted execution environment (TEE).

I. INTRODUCTION

In remote computing, users transmit their own data to a

remote application and receive its result. The significant

benefit that users expect from remote computing is that they

can perform a broad spectrum of computations—from small

to large scale—directly on the remote site at lower costs

and with better performance than on their own facilities.

Cloud technology is one good example that serves this benefit

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Alex Noel Joseph Raj .

from remote computing to cloud users. For example, users

can entrust the cloud with personal information management

(e.g., google-cloud), customer relation management (e.g.,

Salesforce), or a big data analysis based on machine learning

(e.g., AWS-AI and Azure-AI).

With the growing popularity of remote computing services,

security is becoming an ever-increasingly important issue for

service providers and users. For instance, in one type of cloud,

Software as a Service, everything, including applications and

remote user data, is managed by the cloud server. It is known

that data security compliance issues are somewhat intrinsic
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to these types of cloud or remote computing mainly because

the privacy and integrity of user data are built on the trust in

the remote server. To be specific, as the server (or its admin-

istrator) normally has to manage all computing resources in

the system, it is entrusted with the full privilege of controlling

access to private data belonging to users. Unfortunately, any

server dealing with private data entrusted by remote own-

ers innately entails a security risk, called an insider threat,

which comes from a privileged insider (i.e., administrator)

of a server who turns into an adversary trying to steal or

tamper with clients’ data. According to [1], about a third

of cyberattacks are suspected of being the result of insider

threats.

A well-known solution to thwart such threats by insid-

ers is building a trusted execution environment (TEE) [2]

within a server for remote users. The TEE aims to ensure

the privacy and integrity of user code and data loaded on the

server. Applications loaded in the TEE are guaranteed to run

and process data in an isolated environment securely from the

rest of the host system, namely the rich execution environment

(REE), administered by privileged insiders. Private user data

are stored in secure storage shielded from the REE, and sensi-

tive functions are executed inside a TEE without interference

from the REE. Therefore, even if malicious insiders have full

control over the REE, in principle, they cannot corrupt or leak

remote user data processed inside a TEE.

Intel SGX provides a readily available TEE, called an

enclave, that is isolated from all software entities including

the kernel and the hypervisor. An enclaves is built up on top

of an enclave page cache (EPC), encrypted memory regions

so that any arbitrary accesses from outside are impossible.

Therefore, SGX enclaves can provide remote users with reli-

able protection against insider threats. However, using SGX

for remote computing poses a severe challenge in terms of

scalability because the EPC is statically sized as 128 MB,

which is too limited to execute data-intensive computations.

Enclaves spending memory exceeding the size of the EPC

bring about frequent memory swapping between the EPC

and non-EPC, which results in considerable performance

degradation. In addition, CPU where SGX enclaves are

implemented is not optimized inherently for highly parallel

workloads such as a machine learning based big data anal-

ysis. As such, SGX enclaves are somewhat unattractive to

be leveraged on remote computing for a broad spectrum of

workloads.

In this paper, hereby, we aim to realize another TEE that is

solid in terms of both security and scalability, enabling remote

computation that is robust against insider threats and efficient

even on various performance requirements. Our approach

to achieve the goal is to leverage an emerging architecture,

called a CPU/FPGA hybrid architecture [3]–[5]. More specif-

ically, we have built a TEE specialized for remote computing,

calledMeetGo, on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA).

The foremost reason why FPGA is suitable for this purpose

is that it is physically isolation from the would-be malicious

CPU. Therefore, FPGA can serve as a TEE as long as proper

control mechanisms are implemented to regulate arbitrary

access to the inside of it. In fact, a recent study [6] has shown

that FPGA can securely run a security-oriented application

such as secure storage using this isolation feature. Another

important reason is that FPGA is versatile because its internal

hardware logic can be programmed dynamically. By deploy-

ing customized acceleration modules, FPGA can efficiently

run a wide spectrum of applications such as data analytics,

media processing, artificial intelligence, network security,

finance, and genomics, as demonstrated in practice [7]–[12].

Even better, optimized logic design allows FPGA to achieve a

higher power-efficiency than other computing hardware such

as the CPU and the GPU.

To realize MeetGo on FPGA which is originally employed

as a workhorse for the CPU in a CPU/FPGA hybrid archi-

tecture, we have implemented security mechanisms that are

necessary for trustworthy remote computing. To be specific,

we first have devised a remote attestation mechanism that

can verify the integrity of the applications that exist as the

form of hardware logic. We have also implemented an isola-

tion mechanism to block unauthorized access to the applica-

tions from the malicious CPU. Lastly, we have developed a

secure communication mechanism to allow secure transmis-

sions of sensitive data between the installed applications and

remote users. All of these are backed by a robust hardware

trust anchor rather than relying on software implementations,

as described in section III. One thing to note about MeetGo

is that it can collaborate with other TEEs on the CPU side

to improve their performance reliably. For example, an SGX

enaclave can be connected to MeetGo as a remote user,

and then it can entrust burdensome computations to MeetGo

equipped with accelerator logics to process them more

efficiently.

The purpose of this paper is to exhibit the ability and

effectiveness of MeetGo as a TEE that ensures secure remote

computing. For empirical demonstrations, we have built two

trusted applications onMeetGo. One is a cryptocurrency wal-

let application described in section IV. The security of cryp-

tocurrency trading depends on the protection of the private

key of a cryptocurrency owner, which is the personal secret

representing the ownership of and right to trade cryptocur-

rency, from unauthorized use by adversaries. Unfortunately,

this security requirement has been violated in the common

practices of owners that entrust their private keys to a remote

server such as a cryptocurrency exchange for ease of use.

Accordingly, our wallet application ensures that private keys

are always stored and processed within MeetGo, thereby

enabling secure cryptocurrency trading on a remote server

without the worry of insider threats [13]. The other exem-

plar application we built on MeetGo is GPGPU, explained

in section V. To preserve privacy and process big data effi-

ciently, several attempts [14], [15] have been made to incor-

porate a GPU having massive computational power into a

TEE. However, applying these attempts in practice is difficult

due to their inevitable hardware modifications to the GPU

itself and the associated interfaces. On the other hand, without
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any further hardware changes, MeetGo can offer a trusted

GPGPU computing environment by loading a GPU module

implemented in the bitstream. Overall, MeetGo capitalizes

on the programmability of FPGAs to enable users to build

their own TEE on an untrusted remote server at their disposal

simply by loading the corresponding hardware module in

bitstreams.

In our implementation, MeetGo along with the two afore-

mentioned applications is built on a commodity FPGA board,

Xilinx VCU118, coupled with Intel x86 CPUs via the PCIe

interface. According to our experiments, the core com-

ponents of MeetGo are implemented with 21,393 lookup

tables (LUTs), which only occupy 1.8 % of the FPGA LUT

resources. It is worth noting that, MeetGo rarely affects the

performance of the applications. By adopting a pipelined

design, it increases the communication latency of an

individual application a mere 0.72 µs. In addition, the cryp-

tocurrency wallet is fast enough to handle 300 transactions

per second, and when implementing a CNN-based image

classifier, the GPGPU handles the MNIST test database

in 109.11 seconds, which are both virtually zero-overhead

compared to without MeetGo.

II. THREAT MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

Users are eager to protect the integrity and confidentiality

of their code and data that are loaded on remote computing

servers. For this purpose, users will employ our FPGA-based

TEE to securely run their own applications and deal with

security-critical data in an isolated environment.We postulate

that the built-in modules of MeetGo are trustworthy, but

applications dynamically installed in our TEE may contain

security vulnerabilities. In this work, we consider strong

adversaries (e.g., malicious insiders in charge of administra-

tion) who have full control over the host system that comes

with our TEE. That is, they have no limitations in execut-

ing code, accessing data, or controlling system components,

including the CPU cores and peripherals. However, note

that they are completely prevented from directly reaching

the inside of our TEE, which is built on top of an FPGA

physically isolated from the host system. In addition, since

we trust themanufacturing process of FPGAs, we assume that

they have no hardware backdoors or Trojans. For this reason,

the only possible attacks from adversaries are as follows.

First, adversaries may attempt to undermine the isolation

property of our TEE by deceiving its authentication process or

by installing malicious modules inside the FPGA. They may

also try to leak users’ secrets by eavesdropping or interfering

with communications between remote users and our TEE

through varied physical and side-channel attacks. We are

convinced that all the aforementioned attacks are thwarted

by adopting the conventional protection mechanisms that are

orthogonal to MeetGo. The details will be discussed through

the security evaluation in subsection VI-C.

III. MeetGo ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we explain the architecture of MeetGo,

the TEE built on an FPGA. The first step to build our TEE

FIGURE 1. Key management for securing MeetGo.

is constructing inside the FPGA a trust anchor, which must

be completely isolated from the outside. As this ultimate

trust, a private key, called the master private key (MKpriv),

is embedded in the FPGA. Since the chain of trust in MeetGo

starts from this root of trust, we have designed our security

mechanism carefully so that MKpriv can be tamper-proof.

Along with MKpriv, we install a dedicated module, called

the security agent (SA), which plays the pivotal role in our

TEE. The SA, with exclusive access to MKpriv for various

cryptographic functions, provides core security functions:

(1) remote attestation that enables remote users to assess

the authenticity and integrity of their applications running in

the FPGA, (2) isolation to prevent unauthorized access from

untrusted hosts and between applications runningwith private

states, and (3) secure connection between a remote user and

the FPGA. In the following subsections, we will explain how

all these mechanisms are designed for building a TEE in the

FPGA.

A. INSTALLING MASTER KEY

As depicted in 1© of Figure 1, MKpriv is the FPGA’s built-in

private key from the well-known private-public asymmetric

key algorithm [16], [17]. MeetGo’s prerequisite is that each

FPGA holds a unique private key MKpriv, which is essential

to keep the integrity and confidentiality of our TEE built

on an FPGA. It allows the FPGA to be identified through

the matching public key MKpub, which can be distributed to
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remote users securely by certificate authorities (CAs) ( 1©-c).

We hereby posit that FPGA manufacturers who are trustwor-

thy in our threat model in section II generate MKpriv/MKpub

pairs ( 1©-a) and then map each pair to individual FPGAs by

baking a different MKpriv to each FPGA during the manu-

facturing process. The installation of MKpriv ( 1©-b) can be

fulfilled by one of the following two methods, which are

equally secure.

1) STORING MKpriv IN SA

In this method, the MKpriv is stored in the SA. More specif-

ically, FPGA manufacturers implant the generated MKpriv

inside the code of the SA (i.e., bitstream). As will be

explained in subsection III-B, the SA bitstream is distributed

and installed in encrypted form by a secure bitstream load-

ing mechanism so that the MKpriv embedded in the SA bit-

streams is securely protected against any reverse engineering

attempts. In this way, however, MeetGo’s essential prereq-

uisite that each FPGA must have its own unique MKpriv

may be unmet when identical SA bitstreams having the same

MKpriv are loaded in multiple FPGAs. To prevent this prob-

lem, we need to strongly bind FPGAs and SA bitstreams

possessing each MKpriv, one-to-one. This binding can be

constructed by FPGA manufacturers’ allocating each pair of

FPGA and SA bitstream a different cryptographic key used

in the secure bitstream loading mechanism.

2) STORING MKpriv IN NON-VOLATILE MEMORY

In this method MKpriv is stored in non-volatile memory such

as eFUSE or PROM of FPGA rather than in SA bitstreams.

However, as such internal non-volatile memory is already

implemented in the current commodity FPGAs but originally

intended to store the cryptographic keys used in the secure

bitstream loading mechanism, FPGA manufacturers block

applications from accessing the internal memory for security.

Therefore, to permit the SA to reach the MKpriv, the FPGA

hardware needs to be modified to relax this access restriction

for the internal memory, but it could allow unauthorized

applications to access the MKpriv as well. Therefore, to grant

the SA exclusive access to the MKpriv, we can store the

MKpriv in the internal memory in encrypted form and put the

corresponding decryption key only in the SA bitstream. The

SA bitstream is tamper-proof thanks to the secure bitstream

loading mechanism; thereby, the decryption key and MKpriv

are kept secure.

In a comparison of the two aforementioned methods,

the former one shows a clear advantage in that it can be imple-

mented on commodity FPGAs. On the other hand, the latter

one has a drawback of requiring a slight modification on

FPGAhardware. However, once themodification is done, this

method has an obvious merit in terms of ease of deployment,

because a single SA bitstream can be used for all FPGAs,

unlike the former method that necessitates as many different

SA bitstreams as the number of FPGAs. In our prototyping of

MeetGo, we used the former method because we carried out

the implementation on a commodity FPGA in section VI.

B. LOADING SECURITY AGENT

Based on the exclusive privilege to accessMKpriv, the SA per-

forms the core TEE functions such as secure application load-

ing, remote attestation, and secure channel establishment. To

prevent any interference with the loading procedure of the

SA on the FPGA, the SA bitstream is designed to be loaded

at boot time (see 1©-d in Figure 1). It can be achieved by the

secure bitstream loading mechanism provided on a commod-

ity FPGA. This mechanism supports the automatic loading

of a bitstream encrypted and stored inside a storage medium,

such as NAND or SD card, after power-on. As briefly men-

tioned earlier, the decryption key is stored within non-volatile

memory in the FPGA, such as eFUSE or PROM. The exclu-

sive access to the decryption key is restricted to the built-in

module of the FPGA, called the infrastructure hardware,

so that even arbitrarily installedmalicious applications cannot

leak the key. Only the infrastructure hardware can use the

key to decrypt and install the encrypted bitstream when the

FPGA is booted. The SA loading process by this mechanism

is logically secure, but an insider who can physically access

the FPGA devicemay interfere with this process by switching

the mode selection jumper on the FPGA board to disable

this mechanism. Even so, such interference can never break

the security of the SA, and it may only disturb the loading

of the SA to deactivate our TEE on the FPGA. MeetGo

allows remote users to check whether the TEE is activated

and applications are running through a remote attestation

mechanism described in subsection III-D.

C. LOADING APPLICATIONS

To load and run applications dynamically on the FPGA,

we utilize the partial reconfiguration feature [18] that allows

a subset of the FPGA to be modified by a partial bitstream

downloaded while the FPGA is operating. In our design,

the SA is loaded to the static area, which is programmable

only at boot time, but applications can be loaded, whenever

necessary, as partial bitstreams into the dynamic area that

allows reprogramming at runtime. The dynamic area is again

partitioned into several regions in each of which an individual

application is installed. The partition is organized at boot

time according to the configuration (i.e., number and size of

regions) that is predefined in the SA bitstream. The partition

is fixed after being configured once, and the exclusive access

authority for the regions is only given to the SA, so that

subsequent processes of loading applications are performed

under the full control of the SA.

To be specific, the user may remotely transmit the appli-

cation bitstream or request to load the bitstream stored in the

server memory. In either case, to protect its contents, a bit-

stream is encrypted by using the asymmetric encryption algo-

rithm using the public and private key pair, MKpub/MKpriv,

which is already associated with the FPGA, as described

in subsection III-A ( 2©-a). Note that no FPGAs have the same

MKpub/MKpriv. This implies that when the server is equipped

with multiple FPGAs, a remote user may choose a specific

FPGA, which the desired bitstream is targeted to run on,
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simply by encrypting the bitstream with the key associated

with the target FPGA. When the target FPGA receives a

bitstream encrypted with MKpub as input ( 2©-b), the SA first

verifies its signature to ensure that the application has been

certified by a trusted third party (e.g., well-known app store)

and has not been illegally modified ( 2©-c). The SA then

decrypts it with MKpriv and installs the bitstream on a region

of its dynamic area ( 2©-c). After successfully loading the

application, the SA sends amessage notifying the remote user

of the application ID, together with the signature representing

the integrity and authenticity of the message ( 2©-e). As the

application ID, the index of the region where the bitstream is

placed within the dynamic area is used. Since, in our partial

reconfigurationmechanism, the number and size of regions in

the dynamic area are fixed after being configured statically

at boot time and only the SA has access to the regions,

an adversary cannot arbitrarily corrupt the loaded application

or remap the allocated application ID to a malicious applica-

tion in the operating FPGA.

The loaded application does not share any resources, such

as caches and buffers, with other applications to avert the

unavoidable security issues that arise under resource sharing,

as stated in section I. Each application uses only the resources

of its allocated region and communicates only with the SA.

The SA encrypts the application response and transmits it to

the remote user using a session key. It is worth noting that any

entity other than the remote user sharing the session key with

the SA cannot leak or tamper with the information within the

encrypted message. The procedure used to securely share the

session key will be described in subsection III-C.

In our design, the SA and the loaded applications are

connected in accordance with the standard AXI bus pro-

tocol [19], which is one of the most popular bus protocol

standards between IPs in SoC design. MeetGo hereby can

incorporate various (conventional) IPs by loading them as

applications, which are readily fulfilled with no interface

change or a slight interface change of adding AXI bridge,

which translates the original signals into AXI transactions.

In this way, MeetGo can provide a GPGPU-enabled TEE,

whose details are described in section V.

D. REMOTE ATTESTATION

MeetGo allows remote users to verify the authenticity and

integrity of applications that are running on the FPGA at

any time. The SA carries out a proof whenever there is

a request for remote attestation. For this, the SA employs

a static measurement scheme. Whenever the SA loads an

application into a region in the dynamic area, it measures

(computes the hash of) the bitstream ( 2©-d) and stores it in

a table along with the application ID (i.e., region index).

Such static measurement is trustworthy, because in the design

of our TEE, the SA is the only entity that is authorized to

access the dynamic area where applications are installed.

The attestation protocol runs as follows. The remote user

can send an attestation request message for an application.

The message should contain the target application’s ID and

an unpredictable nonce for preventing a replay attack [20]

( 3©-a). Upon receipt, the SA responds with themeasured hash

value of the target application and the received nonce, after

signing with the MKpriv ( 3©-b). Now, the remote user can

verify the attestation ( 3©-c) by (1) checking the correctness

of the nonce, (2) comparing the delivered hash value with

the known value associated with the target application, and

(3) authenticating the signature through the MKpub.

E. ESTABLISHING SECURE COMMUNICATION CHANNEL

The SA allows the remote user to securely communicate

with an application running in the FPGA. All the messages

transferred between the user and the application are encrypted

with a symmetric session key. To securely share this key with

the FPGA, the user initiates the key exchange algorithm in the

following steps: (1) The user generates a session key (Sk) and

then encrypts it with the MKpub of the FPGAwhere the target

application is running. A random nonce and the application

ID are also included and encrypted together ( 4©-a). (2) When

the SA receives the encrypted message, SA decrypts it with

the MKpriv to obtain the Sk. (3) Then, the SA tries to prevent

multiple users from accessing the same application at one

time by managing a one-to-one mapping table between the

Sk and the application ID. (4) It then returns the acknowl-

edgement, which comprises the sent nonce and the signature

generated using the MKpriv ( 4©-b). (5) Finally, the remote

user can be sure that a session has been opened and the associ-

ated Sk has been securely shared with the SA by verifying the

signature using the MKpub ( 4©-c). It is noteworthy that unless

they know the MKpriv, adversaries cannot launch a man-in-

the-middle attack through the key exchange algorithm pro-

posed above. We adopt AES (with Galois/Counter Mode) as

our symmetric key algorithm to keep the integrity and fresh-

ness as well as the confidentiality during the communication

session. When encrypted messages arrive from remote users,

the SA decrypts the messages with the Sk, verifies that it is

legitimate access by referring to the mapping table between

the Sk and the application ID, and delivers the messages to

the application running in the FPGA. In addition, the SA

encrypts the response messages sent from the application

with the Sk and then requests the host system to deliver the

encryptedmessages to the remote user. The SA performs both

encryption and decryption in a pipelined manner to minimize

the latency in secure communications to a little initial delays

(i.e., pipeline startup delay). The Sk shared between the user

and SA is valid until the user closes the established session

afterward or a predefined session timeout is expired.

F. IMPLEMENTING SA

The SA consists of several internal modules each for inde-

pendent operations, as illustrated in Figure 2. First, the two

modules for elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) and AES are

involved in the encryption and decryption processes using

MKpriv and Sk, respectively. Next, the elliptic curve digital

signature algorithm (ECDSA) module generates and verifies

the signature using MKpriv. Then the ICAP module loads
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FIGURE 2. Organization of cryptocurrency wallet and GPGPU built on MeetGo.

partial bitstreams on the FPGA cooperating with the cryp-

tographic modules. These application bistreams are verified

in ECDSA, decrypted in the ECC, and configured on the

FPGAby ICAP. Lastly, the two followingmodules are used in

terms of communication: The PCIe interface module is used

to communicate with the host, and the AXI interface module

plays a role of connecting the SA and the applications within

the FPGA.

IV. CRYPTOCURRENCY WALLET BUILT ON MeetGo

In this section, we explain our cryptocurrency wallet real-

ized by using MeetGo. Our wallet enables users to securely

carry out cryptocurrency transactions by processing their

cryptocurrency keys (e.g., Bitcoin keys) in a TEE provided

by MeetGo on a remote server. We implement our wallet to

generate transactions compatible with two major currencies:

Bitcoin and Ethereum.

A. WALLET IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 2 depicts the overall organization of our cryp-

tocurrency wallet implemented on MeetGo. A cryptocur-

rency wallet is a program that generates and stores a

pair of cryptocurrency private/public keys, denoted here as

Cryptopriv and Cryptopub. It also executes various functions to

trade cryptocurrencies. Among them, we have implemented

three important functions: generating Cryptopriv, generating

Cryptopub, and signing transactions. Officially, our wallet

is composed of two sub-wallets. One is the signing-only

wallet, which performs these three functions defined in [21].

The other is the networked wallet, which performs the other

functions, such as monitoring the spending, generating the

unsigned transactions, and broadcasting the signed transac-

tions. The signing-only wallet needs to execute functions

processing Cryptopriv, the security-sensitive data that should

be protected with the highest priority, whereas the networked

wallet does not. Thus, in our implementation, only the former

is loaded into MeetGo, and the latter is realized as software

to run on the CPU. As the wallet needs to transfer data

frequently to/from remote users and the signing-only wallet,

we have made minor modifications to the wallet software for

such communication.When a remote user wants to talk to our

signing-only wallet, all the messages pass through the CPU

in encrypted form via a secure channel.

In our wallet implementation, the signing-only wallet mod-

ule contains the key for its user, Cryptopriv, along with three

wallet functions: PrivKeyGen, PubKeyGen and TxSign. We

have classified the above components as either common or

user-specific components. The three functions for key and

signature generation are classified as common ones, as they

are performed commonly by all users. In contrast, the gener-

ated keys are classified as user-specific ones, as storage for a

key must be separately assigned to each user. To efficiently

utilize the FPGA resources, we generate a common module,

called the wallet agent (WA), which performs the common

signing-only wallet functions for key generation and signing.

We construct a user-specific module, called the user wallet

(UW), which contains only storage for the associated user’s

private key Cryptopriv. The UW associated with each remote

user stores Cryptopriv and communicates with the WA to

process transaction requests. The wallet bitstreams, i.e., the

WA and UW bitstreams, are verified in ECDSA, decrypted in

the ECC, and configured on the FPGA by ICAP, as illustrated

in Figure 2. To prevent attacks from other loaded UWs,

we do not allow oneUW to access another UW’s interconnec-

tion with the WA. In addition, the cryptographic operations

requested from UWs in the WA are performed sequentially,

and all the internal buffers are flushed after handling each

request.

B. OPERATING PROCEDURES OF IMPLEMENTED WALLET

After a remote user securely shares a session key with the

SA, as stated in subsection III-E, the user communicates with

our wallet for trading cryptocurrency using the following

procedures. First, the remote user sends a request for gen-

erating Cryptopriv and a mnemonic phrase (a seed phrase to

represent the wallet) to our wallet. The mnemonic phrase

should be encrypted with the shared Sk and delivered securely

to the WA in the FPGA. Then the PrivKeyGen module in the
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FPGA creates Cryptopriv from the mnemonic sent from the

user, according to the BIP-0039 standard [22]. The generated

Cryptopriv is stored in the UW. To keep Cryptopriv safe,

it never moves to the CPU or persistent storage. Therefore,

the user needs to send the encrypted mnemonic to generate

Cryptopriv every time the procedure starts. Second, the Pub-

KeyGen module derives the pair Cryptopub from Cryptopriv,

and delivers Cryptopub to the user and the networked wallet.

Cryptopub is used later to check the cryptocurrency account

or verify the signed transaction. Third, the remote user sends

a trading request to the networked wallet to generate an

unsigned transaction. Then, the networked wallet checks the

validity of the request (e.g., whether the balance is equal to or

greater than the amount to be transferred). If the verification

is successful, the TxSign module generates a signature of the

transaction using the user’s Cryptopriv. Finally, the SA sends

the signed transaction to the networked wallet to broadcast it

on the blockchain network.

V. SECURE GPGPU BUILT ON MeetGo

A noticeable advantage of MeetGo in contrast with con-

ventional TEEs is that it can provide any hardware support

desired by trusted applications for more effective execu-

tion. GPGPU is a representative type of hardware support

that is considered a near necessity with the rise of machine

learning and big data. However, it is not straightforward

for the conventional TEEs to exploit GPGPU, since they

are able to connect to this computing unit only through

untrusted interfaces. For this reason, attempts have been

made to harden the interfaces through hardware-level mod-

ifications [14], [15], which have a drawback in feasibility.

On the other hand, the high level of programmability of the

FPGA allows MeetGo to embed hardware support includ-

ing GPGPU in the TEE itself; thereby, remote users can

run data/computation-intensive trusted applications such as

privacy-preserving neural network inferences [23], [24] in

the GPGPU-enabled environment. In this section, we explain

howMeetGo providesGPGPU to users and their applications.

Figure 2 depicts the overall architecture of our

GPGPU implemented on MeetGo. We employed an

open-core GPGPU MIAOW [25], which is available in the

register-transfer level (RTL) form and prototyped in the

FPGA. As explained earlier, since the SA adopts the AXI

bus protocol to connect with applications, MIAOW, which is

already designed for AXI, can be plugged intact intoMeetGo.

MIAOW is compatible with a subset of AMD’s Southern

Islands ISA, and it supports the OpenCL programmingmodel

widely used for general heterogeneous parallel computing.

MIAOW RTL code is synthesized and implemented into the

bitstream that fits into a dynamic region so that MeetGo can

install it as an application upon a user’s request.

Once MIAOW hardware is loaded on MeetGo, as illus-

trated in Figure 2, multiple compute units are instantiated as

a parallel processing engine, and buffers named local data

share (LDS) and global data share (GDS) are included for

storing data. As mentioned earlier, since MIAOW does not

TABLE 1. Synthesized results of applications on MeetGo.

need to be modified to be equipped in MeetGo, the remote

user can execute the original GPU code targeted at MIAOW

without tailoring it to MeetGo. The remote user transfers the

code/data to the SA within the FPGA and then transmits

a trigger signal to run the user’s GPU code on MIAOW.

Note that as explained in subsection III-E, the communi-

cation channel between the user and MIAOW is protected

securely by the SA, so MeetGo can overcome the main

security concern (protecting the privacy of the user’s data)

in a GPGPU-based service such as Machine Learning as a

Service (MLaaS) [23].

VI. EVALUATION

To evaluate MeetGo, we have implemented its prototype on

the Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ VCU118 FPGA board. This

development board equips the PCIe interface that transfers

data from/to the host CPU at a speed of 8.0 GT/s. The 8-

GB DDR4 SDRAM is available to store data in the FPGA

memory.

All our FPGA modules, the two applications (cryptocur-

rency wallet, GPGPU), and the SA module are developed

by Verilog-HDL. In our wallet application, the WA module

that performs cryptographic functions for cryptocurrencies

is developed from the open-source C files ( [22], [26]).

Those C sources are converted to HDL codes by the Xilinx

Vivado HLS tool and mapped onto the FPGA as a partial

bitstream. We also generated the GPGPU bitstream from the

open-source MIAOW RTL, but we have slightly changed

the original architecture by adding four more compute units

(from 1 to 5) to improve the performance. Mainly due to

the speed limit of the FPGA, the cryptocurrency wallet and

SA modules are configured to operate at 25 MHz, while our

GPGPU is set to be operated at 50 MHz. We have ensured

that the implemented modules on the FPGA board satisfy

timing constraints when a clock frequency is set to 25 MHz

and 50 MHz, respectively.

A. SYNTHESIS RESULTS

Based on the parameters mentioned above, we synthesized

our MeetGo design onto the FPGA, loaded our two MeetGo

applications, and quantified the logics necessary for MeetGo

and the applications in terms of LUTs, flip-flops (FFs), DSPs

and block RAMs (BRAMs). The synthesis results are shown

in Table 1. The SA occupies 1.8% (21,393/1,182,240) of

the total LUTs, 0.5% (12,922/2,364,480) of the total FFs,

2.7% (188/6,840) of the total DSPs, and 1.4% (30/2,160) of
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the total BRAMs. As shown from the above results, the SA

module, essential in MeetGo, occupies only a small fraction

of FPGA resources (e.g., 1.8% LUTs); thereby, most of the

FPGA resources are still available to the applications.

The cryptocurrency wallet application module comprising

the WA and UW accounts for 10.8% of the total LUTs, 2.3%

of the total FFs, 2.6% of the total DSPs, and 15.3% of the

total BRAMs. We deem that this size is acceptable, but we

have found that if we carefully adjust the various options of

the HLS tool, we can get a smaller WA module. Otherwise,

experts on the RTL and cryptographic algorithm may be

recruited to design those modules from scratch to attain the

best area and performance. It is worth noting that these kinds

of hardware updates can be applied even after it is released

the the market, because FPGAs are reprogrammable.

Our GPGPU application utilizes 77.3% of the total LUTs,

23.3% of the total FFs, 45.8% of the total DSPs and 56.2% of

the total BRAMs. In our current implementation, the number

of compute units for parallel processing is configured to five,

which is enough to provide great performance for remote

users, resulting in this high ratio in FPGA utilization. When

we tried to add more compute units, the timing constraint

was not satisfied due to the severe routing congestion when

running the place and route phase in logic synthesis. Thus,

the number of compute units of GPGPU needs to be adjusted

considering the FPGA chip specification and the performance

requirement. Remote users should have a choice of the appro-

priate version of GPGPU bitstream that includes as many

compute units as necessary.

B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

To show the feasibility, we evaluated MeetGo in terms of per-

formance. Experiments were performed on Intel(R) Xeon(R)

CPU E5-2630 v4@ 2.20GHz (with 25 MB cache) with 64 GB

RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04 with Linux 4.4.0.164 (64-bit).

To obtain experimental results, each of the experiments was

repeated at least 100 times. The power-saving mode was

turned off and the CPU frequency was set to the maximum

value in Linux to minimize variation between experiments.

We first measured the execution time of primitive oper-

ations of bitstream loading and data transfer between the

host and MeetGo. As a result, we observed that it takes

10.31 and 61.78 minutes on average to load cryptocurrency

wallet bitstream of size 43.88 MB and GPGPU bitstream of

size 263.06 MB, respectively. According to our analysis, such

a long loading time is attributed to the bitstream decryp-

tion process based on asymmetric key cryptography, specif-

ically ECIES, which is one of the most robust algorithms.

MeetGo by default accepts encrypted bitstreams to protect

their confidentiality. This strong policy is only needed for

some applications whose bitstreams statically contain secret

information (e.g., cryptographic key and password). Thus, for

most applications including our two examples, we can accept

raw bitstreams, reducing the loading time by over 99 percent.

In this case, the adversaries in the middle would be able to

compromise the integrity of the bitstreams, but they will be

TABLE 2. Data transfer delay comparison.

TABLE 3. Processing delay comparison.

easily detected by the remote attestation mechanism provided

by MeetGo.

Similar to the bitstream loading, some delays are added

in transferring data to applications and receiving results,

because the SA in the middle protects all the data being

transferred with encryption based on a symmetric key algo-

rithm. Fortunately, the overhead is minimized thanks to the

pipelining scheme, as mentioned in subsection III-E. Table 2

demonstrates that the data transfer delay of MeetGo is rea-

sonably acceptable.

For further evaluation, we investigated the processing time

of the two implemented applications when they are run-

ning on the FPGA without and with MeetGo. We devel-

oped host-side applications to give tasks and get results to

the cryptographic wallet and GPGPU running on MeetGo.

In particular, in regards to GPGPU, we also developed an

image classification program for the MNIST database using

OpenCL. This program employed the CNN model defined

in [24] that we trained using Tensorflow, and executed the

CNN-based inference in GPGPU built in MeetGo. Resul-

tantly, in both applications, MeetGo incurs negligible per-

formance overhead as clarified in Table 3. This is because

MeetGo is designed not to affect the execution performance

of the applications except the initial delay in secure communi-

cations. We also observed in each application that the timing

variations of the PCI interface between the host and the FPGA

exerts more influence on the performance thanMeetGo itself.

We have also compared the performance of the two appli-

cations implemented based on MeetGo with those imple-

mented differently in prior works: SW-only wallet [22] and

GPU-based image classification [24] We note that both

implementations in prior works are untrusted for the follow-

ing reasons: First, privileged administrators are allowed to

arbitrarily read or write the memory used by applications,

as we discussed in section I, since the SW-only wallet runs

within the REE. Second, the authors in [24] did not fully
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TABLE 4. Performance comparison with untrusted prior work.

figure out how to secure homomorphic encryption against

side-channel attacks on a commodity GPU, even though

their image classification operates on encrypted data for data

privacy. By comparison, MeetGo provides a more robust

environment for side-channel issues (see in subsection VI-C).

As shown in Table 4, when operating a wallet function

that signs a cryptocurrency transaction, our wallet running

on MeetGo is on average 37 times slower than the SW-only

wallet. This performance degradation is mainly attributed to

the significant clock speed difference in between the CPU

(2.2GHz) and the FPGA (25MHz). The reason why our

MeetGo-based wallet operates with such a low clock fre-

quency is that we produced its Verilog HDL code from C

sources using the HLS tool that is still unmature to fully draw

the computing power of modern FPGA boards.1 Therefore,

we believe that the operating clock will be increased if the

HLS tool is improved or the wallet bitstream is developed

from scratch by using Verilog HDL.

When it comes to image classification, MeetGo-based

application out-performed about 473 times than the untrusted

one for a single image as shown in Table 4. The authors in [24]

tried to accelerate multi-image classification by enabling a

batch mode where they encoded 8192 images in a form that

can be processed at once. In this case, MeetGo-based classi-

fication was 17 times slower. However, since MeetGo-based

one operates based on GPGPU, the batch approach would be

easily applied to our implementation to enhance the perfor-

mance, which is left for the future work.

C. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Although MeetGo introduces a new hardware component,

the FPGA, to the system, we assert that MeetGo never widen

the attack surface of the system. In the following paragraphs,

we elaborate on details of potential attacks against MeetGo

along with how they are tackled.

Systematically, attacks to MeetGo can be classified into

those on the interface with remote users and those on

MeetGo’s FPGA component. First, adversaries may attempt

to launch man-in-the-middle attacks to eavesdrop or corrupt

themessages exchangedwith remote users, but these attempts

are thwarted completely because all the messages are trans-

mitted encrypted and their freshness are easily guaranteed by

adding a timestamp. Therefore, even privileged adversaries

residing in the host system are prevented from disclosing or

compromising the messages, and the only types of attacks

1A modern FPGA board usually provides much higher clock frequency
than our prototype, e.g., Xilinx VCU118 FPGA supports up to 810MHz
clock frequency and Intel Stratix 10 supports 1GHz.

they can launch are denial-of-service attacks (which are

beyond the scope of our work). As for adversaries, the only

way to succeed in attacks on the interface is to obtain a Sk that

is used to encrypt the contents of a secure session. However,

according to the key exchange algorithm in subsection III-E,

the Sk is delivered from users to SA as a ciphertext that is

encrypted by MKpub, and MKpriv never leaves FPGA; thus

adversaries cannot extract the Sk. Adversaries may try to

pretend to be benign users and establish a secure channel with

their own Sk. However, as the validity of the Sk is confined

by the SA to each session, adversaries cannot exploit their Sk
to meddle with other sessions (of different users/applications)

already established on the interface.

Adversaries may also be able to initiate some attacks

on MeetGo’s FPGA component. Remember that since we

assume that the SA has no security defects in our threat

model, adversaries cannot manipulate this module directly.

Therefore, alternatively, adversaries may try to replace the

SA with a fake one that aims at performing some malicious

actions such as extracting theMKpriv and Sk. Fortunately, this

attempt is prevented thanks to the secure bitstream loading

mechanism explained in subsection III-B. After power-on,

this mechanism automatically loads a SA bitstream that is

encrypted and authorized by FPGA manufacturers so that

a fake SA cannot substitute for the genuine SA. Once it is

loaded, the SA controls all access to the dynamic area where

applications are loaded. Thus, adversaries are prevented from

modifying already-loaded applications. Instead, they could

try to load a malicious application to MeetGo, but it cannot

adversely affect other applications, because all applications

are isolated from each other and do not share resources such

as wire, logic, or memory. Rather than tampering with bit-

streams themselves, adversaries may also conduct fault injec-

tion attacks on the FPGA to maliciously alter the functioning

of loaded modules (e.g., bypassing some security checks

of the SA within the FPGA). They may induce physical

faults by causing the power supply variations, clock glitches,

electromagnetic disturbances, and so on. These fault injection

attacks can bemitigated by shielding the FPGA device to pro-

tect against such physical injections. Alternatively, MeetGo

can adopt the currently known mitigating techniques, includ-

ing algorithmic change [27], fault detection [28], and random-

ization [29] techniques.

Adversaries, who are unable to directly compromise the

modules in the FPGA, may try to launch side-channel attacks

on MeetGo. For example, they can perform conventional

side-channel attacks through shared hardware resources, such

as page tables, cache units, and branch prediction-units,

but MeetGo is physically isolated from these resources so

that it is robust against these attacks. Besides, adversaries

also can execute FPGA-specific side-channel attacks that

exploit power, thermal, and co-located FPGA modules as an

attack vector; however, fortunately, we can cope with them

through the existing solutions [30], [31] that are orthogonal

to MeetGo. Adversaries can even conduct different types

of side-channel attacks by observing the timing informa-
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tion (e.g., interval and execution time) of the operations of

MeetGo or the length of the messages that come from/to

MeetGo. However, such timing information and message

lengths that can be observed outside of the FPGA are too

coarse-grained to infer meaningful information. For exam-

ple, to the best of our knowledge, no attack has been

found that exploits the interval, execution time, or mes-

sage length only to deduce secrets from a cryptocurrency

wallet. Lastly, against timing side-channel attacks, MeetGo

can easily employ well-known mechanisms that eliminate

timing information by regularly generating heartbeat-style

packets [32].

VII. DISCUSSION

A. SUPPORT FOR VARIOUS ARCHITECTURES

In addition to GPGPU, MeetGo can fully utilize the pro-

grammability of the FPGA to provide remote users with a

TEE based on different types of architecture. For example,

open-source CPUs like RISC-V [33] and ARM Cortex-M

series [34] can be readily converted to bitstreams that are

loadable byMeetGo. Therefore, by installing these bitstreams

onto MeetGo, remote users can execute trusted applica-

tions compiled with the ISA of RISC-V or ARM Cortex-M.

It would be particularly beneficial, for example, for a remote

user with Cortex-M based IoT devices wanting to migrate

their sensitive code to MeetGo to run it securely in the server

side containing the necessary data.

B. EASE OF APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

With the advance of the high-level synthesis (HLS) tech-

nique, it is not necessary to use a low-level language like

Verilog-HDL to develop applications ofMeetGo. HLS allows

developers to work at a higher abstraction level. HLS has

been studied in-depth for the past decade, and the commercial

HLS tool has also recently achieved convincing levels in

terms of area, power, and performance [35]. Moreover, major

FPGA vendors, Xilinx [36] and Intel [37] are officially sup-

porting OpenCL, the standard heterogeneous programming

language, making it easier for developers to exploit the highly

parallel nature of FPGAs. To sum up, the entry barriers for the

development of FPGA applications have been lowering.

C. FEASIBILITY ON MOBILE DEVICES

Since MeetGo is designed to operate independently to CPU

architecture or OS, it can provide the same TEE environ-

ment to the mobile platform in the same way as the server

system. The only requirement to apply MeetGo to mobile

platforms is that the FPGA should be mounted. For this

purpose, a one-chip or two-chip solution that packs the CPU

and FPGA in the same die or that mounts the CPU and FPGA

on separate dies is possible. Here, the spec of the FPGA chip

to be incorporated into the mobile platform can be selected

flexibly according to the targeted power/area constraint.

VIII. RELATED WORK

To protect trusted applications from the REE under the con-

trol of system administrators, various hardware-based TEEs

have been developed by extending existing CPU architec-

tures. Among them, probably the closest TEE model to

MeetGo would be Intel SGX [38], which has been integrated

into commodity desktop CPUs since Intel Skylake in 2015.

LikeMeetGo, SGX can be used to create and support a secure

runtime environment, called the enclave, for the remote appli-

cation of any user who wants to run a program remotely on

the server equipped with SGX-enabled CPUs. Each enclave

is isolated by the underlying hardware from any entities in the

server, including the OS and hypervisor, such that all private

user data inside the enclave can be protected against any

theft and tampering attempts. Also likeMeetGo, SGX enables

remote users to attest their applications inside enclaves by

offering attestation key infrastructures. In academia, there

have been similar efforts to incorporate SGX-like TEEs into

the RISC-V open-source CPU [39], [40].

One notable difference betweenMeetGo and all these CPU

extensions for TEE is that their implementations are only

available in certain CPU platforms while ours is applica-

ble to any platform based on the CPU/FPGA hybrid archi-

tecture [3]–[5]. Another difference is that as their TEEs

are built in the host CPU hardware, applications running

inside the TEEs share many computing resources with the

untrusted host system. For instance, an SGX enclave uses

page tables, caches, and branch prediction units that are

all accessible or shared by untrusted entities like the OS

or other enclaves. The potential problem of such resource

sharing is that it increases the chances of user secrets inside

the enclave being leaked by side-channel attacks [41], [42].

In the development of MeetGo, therefore, we endeavored to

avoid the resource sharing problem by capitalizing on the

reconfigurability of the FPGA in that we implemented into

MeetGo all hardware modules necessary to perform sensi-

tive cryptocurrency transactions and execute security-critical

GPGPU programs, as described in section IV and section V.

Furthermore, to avert attacks from other applications, in the

implementation, we ensured that no resources were shared

among MeetGo applications.

Aside from this one, several studies have been performed

noting the FPGA’s value as a TEE isolated at the hardware

level. However, most of them [43]–[45] have focused on

building a TEE for local users, unlike MeetGo, which is

specialized for remote users. For example, a state-of-the-art

work [45] proposed a FPGA-based TEE whose trustworthi-

ness is ensured on the basis of its self-provisioned master

key. However, this work is less appropriate than MeetGo for

remote users at far distances because it requires the the users

to sign their applications through a reliable channel (e.g.,

physical access to the FPGA) prior to installing them to the

FPGA.

IX. CONCLUSION

MeetGo is an ordinary FPGA on a modern computer

armed with a security mechanism for remote computing.

Our security mechanism employs cryptographic algorithms

based on the master key prudently managed in the FPGA.
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These algorithms are used not only to construct a TEE for

remote users, but also to establish a secure communica-

tion channel between the remote users and their applica-

tions running inside the TEE. In the actual implementation,

MeetGo has been used to (1) create cryptocurrency wallets

that enable the owners to trade their currencies remotely on

a server without any server-side intervention and (2) provide

GPGPU, which securely accelerates data-intensive computa-

tions without reliance on the legacy GPU. Experimentally,

MeetGo showed a low FPGA resource utilization ratio and

incurred negligible performance overhead on those applica-

tions. We also analyzed potential attacks targeting MeetGo

and explained why MeetGo is safe from these attacks.
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